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Introduction 

 

 

In today's fast paced competitive business environment it 

can be easy to ignore suggestions around adopting new 

business processes - your resources, capabilities and 

costs all become a suitable barrier for a ‘no’ response. For 

many businesses digital marketing is no different. The 

organisation’s functioning website, social media accounts 

and e-mail database appear to be working well, but do you know how recently 

your website content was refreshed, or when your organisation last tweeted, 

and do you have a strategy behind the messaging being pushed out by your 

organisation?  

 

While some organisations are very successful digital marketers others are 

less savvy.  

 

Like traditional marketing, digital marketing offers an array of tools that are 

just as plentiful and strategic. Digital marketing begs the same strategic 

marketing questions: What are you looking to achieve? How can you achieve 

this? What will be different when you put this in place? What will you get out 

of this?  

 

Recognising that digital marketing is a core component of marketing strategy 

and not just something to be tagged on as an afterthought activity can require 

a cultural shift for many organisations. You wouldn’t pitch to a potential client 

for their business without an effective strategy; digital marketing is no different 

and should be taken just as seriously.  
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When it comes to digital marketing, the ability to target and place your 

business in front of new and existing customers is endless. It offers significant 

potential to collect data about the marketplace, to adapt your digital marketing 

activity to suit your customers and even to attempt to predict their behaviours. 

Invariably this leads to improved business performance.  

 

Our recently launched Top 250 exporter’s publication 2015 illustrated that 9 of 

the top 20 exporting companies in Ireland are within the ICT arena. Microsoft 

Ireland Operations Ltd was named the largest exporting company with an 

export turnover of €18.2 billion, - moving it up one place from its previous 

ranking and replacing Google with an export turnover of €17billion.  

 

Ireland is the second largest exporter of computer and IT services in the world 

with 9 of the 10 global IT companies having a significant presence here. 

Companies such as Microsoft, Apple and Intel relocated their European 

headquarters to Ireland which in turn attracted the likes of Google, Facebook, 

Amazon, PayPal and eBay. We are now witnessing the new wave of 

operations and data centres being set up in Ireland, and together with Twitter, 

Adroll, Workday and Airbnb these companies are all playing a big part in 

building Ireland’s reputation as the internet capital of Europe. 

 

The ICT sector accounts for €50billion of exports from Ireland per annum so 

it's not just the big Corporates that we are attracting. In the Action Plan for 

Jobs 2015, the government launched a Strategy for the International Financial 

Services Sector setting out actions to create a net additional 10,000 jobs in 

the sector nationally by 2020.   

 

A key pillar of this strategy is to leverage Ireland’s ICT strengths to become a 

global leader in “Fintech”. It is important that we foster and develop these 

companies and create an ecosystem to support them, for who knows, the next 

Amazon or Google could be amongst them. 
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The government’s ICT action plan also provided additional Employment 

Permits in areas where critical skills are needed. In Q1 2015, the government 

issued 807 permits compared to 472 for Q1 2014, a 71% increase. 61% of the 

total permits issued in the period related to ICT professionals and highlights 

the potential of the employment permits system to help fill key ICT shortages 

in the market.  

 

Last year the Apprenticeship Council was set up to address the low level of 

apprenticeships in Ireland. It identified the need for training and new skills 

development in industries such as ICT, pharma and green energy. 

 

The Irish Exporters Association recognises the comprehensive analysis 

provided by VooDoo which has randomly sampled 150 members of the Irish 

Exporters Association. We would like to thank VooDoo for their valuable 

support, in particular Jamie Dowling, Managing Director. 

 

We hope you find this publication a useful research document with valuable 

insights and recommendations to help identify where your business may need 

support or assistance when developing business opportunities through digital 

marketing. 

 

Simon McKeever 

Chief Executive, Irish Exporters Association 
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Foreword 

 

 

The Irish economy is on the road to recovery, 

although the domestic market is limited at home, 

international trade is booming and Irish exports are 

increasing year on year. Realising the opportunities 

for growth that international trade can bring, more 

and more ambitious Irish companies are gearing up 

to join the global marketplace.  

 

A lack of knowledge around digital marketing continues to hinder the growth 

and development of ambitious Irish SME companies, who are export ready.  

 

In this report, our experts analysed the digital presence of a randomly 

selected group of 150 members of the Irish Exporters Association from across 

50 small, 50 mid-size businesses and 50 corporates. VooDoo established 

how effectively this segment is marketing their businesses online and 

highlighted key strategies available to improve their online presence.  

 

We also emphasise the importance of key digital marketing strategies for 

ambitious Irish exporters. 

 

VooDoo has been leading the way in digital marketing since 2002.  

 

We hope that the findings of this report will encourage exporters to use the 

power of digital marketing to establish and increase their presence in the 

global marketplace. 

 

Jamie Dowling 

Managing Director, VooDoo 
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1. Methodology 

 

Many successful Irish companies use the internet, not only to power the 

research and planning phase of their export projects, but also to support and 

manage their ecommerce businesses as their organisation grows and 

develops internationally. 

 

This report highlights how the sample of 150 randomly selected members of 

the Irish Exporters Association are using the internet to market and promote 

their businesses across the world. 

 

 

Of the 150 members analysed: 

 
 
 

Total 
150 Members 

 
Sector Breakdown 

100% 
 

Service Exporters 80 53.33% 

Manufacturing 28 18.67% 

Life Sciences 17 11.33% 

Food & Drink 15 10.00% 

Manufacturing  & Service 

Exporters 3 2.00% 

ICT Exporters 2 1.33% 

Food & Drink + 

Manufacturing 1 0.67% 

Government/State/CEB 1 0.67% 

Life Sciences & Service 

Exporters 1 0.67% 

Manufacturing & Life 

Sciences 1 0.67% 

Service Exporters & ICT 

Exporters 1 0.67% 
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Growth in Digital Marketing 
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2. Growth in Digital Marketing 

Understanding the digital marketing supports which are available is the first 

step to successful global marketing. 

 

We live in an age where everybody is addicted to accessing the web 24 hours 

a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. Whether you are B2B or B2C the 

opportunities to sell, generate leads and connect with your target audience 

online, wherever they may be are endless.   
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3. Web Presence 

 

Having a web presence is crucial for a company when considering doing 

business with your organisation. 

 

Ensuring success and sustained growth in today’s competitive international 

business environment starts with website validation. Are you promoting your 

business effectively?  

 

Of the 150 sampled, 99% had a functioning website, yet more than half of 

these websites were not mobile optimised. This means that your desktop 

website should display correctly on hand-held devices such as smartphones, 

iPhones, iPads and tablets. 

 

When a website is not mobile friendly or mobile optimised, it affects the user 

experience. Non responsive, slow loading websites encourage users to leave 

your website and move to another website which is more user friendly. More 

often than not, this is your competitor’s website 

 

If your competitor websites are quick loading and mobile responsive there is a 

good chance that these competitors may convert users to their website, and 

potentially gain customers that originally searched for you. 

 

A website is a vital tool for most businesses, particularly organisations looking 

to break into new international markets or grow and develop in existing 

markets. No matter what size business you are, you can effectively utilise a 

range of digital marketing channels to reach both domestic and international 

customers, and target new customers.  

 

Therefore, a responsive, mobile first strategy is essential when looking to 

enhance your existing online presence. 
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Researching Export Markets  

 

“Failing to prepare, is preparing to fail” – Benjamin Franklin 

 

Using the power of web data and analytics, businesses can research, plan 

and implement a highly effective digital marketing campaign when considering 

entering a new export market. The information acquired from this activity can 

support sound profitable decisions. Your organisation just needs to know 

where to look and what to look for. 

 

 

Things to consider when researching export markets 

 

� Which products and services have global potential? 

� What countries / markets are suitable for my product or service? 

� Are there language and cultural difference to be aware of? 

� What are the demographics of the new export market? 

� Is there correct the infrastructure to support selling in this market? 

� Do you have a market entry strategy? 

� Do you have a benchmarking strategy? 

� Do you need board approval? 

� Do you have the finances and resources necessary?  

� Are there legal and regulatory requirements you need to be aware of? 

� What about export duties, customs and licencing requirements? 
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Planning a Digital Marketing Strategy 

 

While the digital marketing landscape is flooded with technical jargon, 

surprisingly, the sales and marketing processes that we follow when selling 

online are not that much different to conventional methods.  

 

Digital marketing  

Digital marketing is a proven way for exporters to land leads and convert 

leads to sales. However, many exporters make the mistake of launching 

campaigns in overseas markets without fully understanding what is involved 

and then are disappointed when the campaigns fail to deliver a return on 

investment. 

 

What to consider when planning an export focused Digital Strategy:  

 

� Competitor analysis 

� Web design & development  

� Search Engine Optimisation (not only Google but Bing, Yandex & Baidu) 

� Paid Advertising 

� Display Advertising 

� Content Marketing 

� Ecommerce 

� Social Media 

� Email Marketing 

 

 

When planning an export focused digital strategy it’s important not to 

underestimate the importance of foreword planning. Don’t assume anything 

about your target audience or try to do everything all at once. A/B testing is 

important to consider when selecting various digital marketing tools.   
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Building and maintaining a website 

Your website is your shop front. The appearance and functionality of your 

website is often the first impression a customer gets of your company. 

 

The dos and don’ts for your website: 

 

Do: 

 

� Make your website mobile responsive, multilingual & functional 

�  Make your website easy to navigate  

� Feature user driven content 

� Ensure your website is visually appealing  and credible 

� Make sure your website can be indexed by search engines (SEO) 

� Ensure you have a cookies policy 

 

Don’t 

 

� Leave out essential information  

� Over complicate the layout 

� Feature auto-play media 

� Feature distracting design elements 

� Fail to establish trust 

� Forget to implement a secure Ecommerce platform 

� Feature broken links or blank pages 
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Website Content 
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4. Website Content 

Creating content on your website that prompts the visitor to sign up to your 

service, buy a product, subscribe to a mailing list or take another action that 

will benefit your business requires expertise. 

 

Content typically appears in 4 formats on a website, video, imagery, 

infographics and text. Anything that you can see or read on a website is 

classed as website content. 

 

Using a mix of relevant, engaging and sharable content across your website is 

the primary way to boost SEO.  

 

From the sample of websites evaluated in this report: 

 

� Only 4% utilised the various mediums of content available to them 

� 32% struggled to keep the content on their websites fresh and 

engaging 

� Only 12% of websites serve content in more than one language  

� 96% rely on an international (global) website, which is controlled from 

abroad. 
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Understanding Web Visitors 
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5. Understanding Website Visitors 

 

From the moment someone arrives on your website to the moment they leave 

it, their behaviour can be recorded and analysed. Website analytics serve as 

a key performance indicator. Your digital marketing strategy is continuous; 

however, your campaigns will vary. It is important that you continually alter 

your digital marketing strategy to meet the demands of your stakeholders as 

your business grows. 

 

Website Analytics 

Harness the power of online data and watch your Return on Investment take-

off. Understanding how information is managed and measuring activity 

surrounding your business is crucial – this is no different to your online 

business and should be taken just as seriously. You cannot improve what you 

cannot measure and analytics provides direction to your digital strategy.  

Using Website Analytics You Can See: 

� Who your website visitors are, how many there are and what platforms 

they are coming from 

� Where, geographically your visitors are based 

� What types of devices (computers, tablets, phones) are interacting with 

your website 

� How long visitors are spending on your website 

� Which page they arrive on 

� How many pages they see 

� Which particular pages they see 

� Which page they leave on 

� What actions they take when on your website 

� Information in real time and track it 

� The number of repeat visitors 

� If visitors complete a transaction 
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Search Engine Marketing 
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6. Search Engine Marketing 

 

Search Engine Marketing (SEM) is a form of digital marketing that involves 

the promotion of websites by increasing their visibility in Search 

Engine Results Pages (SERPs). The two most effective ways businesses can 

market themselves online are through paid for advertising - Pay Per Click 

(PPC) and Search Engine Optimisation (SEO). 

 

Paid Advertising 

PPC is a form of paid for advertising which provides an immediate opportunity 

to test a foreign markets response to promoted products and services. In that 

respect, PPC ads can act as a test before considerable marketing resources 

are invested.  

 

There are several paid advertising platforms available and they should be 

selected with targeted markets in mind. Companies should consider Google, 

Bing, Yandex, Yahoo and Baidu search engines and select the most widely 

adopted search engine specific to the target market and target customers.  

 

Examples of PPC tools 

 

Google AdWords 

Google AdWords is the most popular pay per click platform in the world. With 

2 out of 3 searches happening on Google, AdWords offers the greatest reach 

of users actively searching online.  

 

Bing Ads 

This advertising platform gives advertisers access to the 10% of global users 

who are not using Google as their primary search engine. Bing and Yahoo 

have a partnership so Bing Ads also appear on Yahoo search results.  
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Baidu 

Baidu is a search engine advertising platform that dominates the Chinese 

search market. Similar to Google AdWords, Baidu allows advertisers to have 

their ads shown in Baidu search results pages and on other websites. If you 

are considering exporting to China, Baidu is the place to advertise.  

 

Yandex 

Yandex is a Russian based search engine company and which has about 

60% of the market share in Russia.  

 

Paid Traffic Conclusion: 

Although Google AdWords dominates America and most of Europe there are 

huge global marketing opportunities using other search engines. It is 

important when exporting to be aware of the range of search marketing 

platforms available to you and what is most appropriate for your market. 
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Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) 

SEO is the process of attracting qualified visitors to your website by ensuring 

your website continually satisfies strict ranking algorithms (rules).  These rules 

are set by the search engines and change frequently.  

 

In recent years search engines have moved the SEO goalposts, forcing 

marketers to get smarter with their content in order to enjoy the benefits of 

high organic positions. 

 

To ensure a website is found organically online above the fold, a business 

must do two things: 

  

1. Ensure the content created satisfies Google, Yandex, Bing and Baidu 

who have strict SEO guidelines 

2. Ensure the content created engages the interest of the reader 

 

 

Creating content that converts readers into buyers while at the same time 

meets the criteria of the various search engines is one of the biggest 

challenges marketers face today. 

 

Metadata lives and works behind the scenes in the HTML of your web pages. 

The metadata we use most to power SEO is a series of micro conversations 

from our websites to search engines. When you optimise your metadata you 

are alerting search engines to your pages existence and relevance, leading to 

high quality indexation in the SERPs.   
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We all know what happens when you type a query into Google and hit “enter”.  

You get a search result most relevant to the query and the search terms or 

keywords that you typed in. Google displays web pages based on the 

relevance of the page to match your search query.  

• Relevance is analysed by how well the content matches the user 

expectation. Search engines prioritise websites that serve useful 

information in a user friendly format.  

 

Keywords 

 

� Use keywords relevant to your prospective clients 

� Feature those keywords in content you create on your website and 

on your news feed. 

� Keep a record of keywords that led to leads, sales and other 

desired user interactions.  

Links 

 

Interlinking relevant pages is a great way to: 

 

• Maintain readers on your website 

• Showcase the various products/services that you offer across your site 

 

 

Be aware of where links to your website are posted. Only credible websites 

can be considered as reputable sources! 

 

.com domains 

 

Having a .com domain is about status. There is an official quality having a 

.com domain brings especially if you want to appear as an established world-

class organization overseas. 
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Social Media   
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7. Social Media 

Social media isn’t just a buzzword anymore. It’s a real, tangible driver of leads 

and sales. Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and other social networks are flooded 

with tech savvy users of all demographics ready to engage. As a result of the 

rising popularity of social media, marketers are increasing their social ad 

spend across all industries.  

 

Of the 150 companies that were analysed 

54% have at least one social media profile  

36% use LinkedIn as their primary platform 

7% update their social media profiles daily 

 

Social media encourages positive conversations and drives advocacy. 

However, to achieve real results you must devise and implement a social 

media strategy, it is important to: 

 

� Be visible, you want to be present on the same platform as your target 

audience. 

� Post regular content that is useful and engaging enough to interrupt 

their scrolling habits 

� Have the means to measure data surrounding your social media 

campaigns 

 

If well executed, regular social media activity can become a significant traffic 

source to your website. The ultimate goal of using social media is to become 

an industry thought leader on relevant platforms. This is a slow process which 

requires dedicated resources within an organisation.    
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Facebook Ads  

Facebook is still the largest social network globally. Facebook allows 

businesses to introduce their services to the more than 1.44 billion active 

users monthly. 

 

Pros 

� Several targeting options: Facebook allows you to target specific 

demographics, geographical regions and user interests.  

Cons 

� User Behaviour: You need to have content powerful enough to 

interrupt a user scrolling their Facebook page.   

 

 

Twitter ads  

Twitter has over 250 million active users and is fast becoming the social 

network of choice for many B2B businesses.  

 

Pros 

� Several targeting options: Twitter allows you to target specific 

audiences via language, gender, location, user interests and keywords.  

 

Cons  

� Cost per Click can be expensive, but this is reflective of the quality of 

clicks received via Twitter Advertising.  
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LinkedIn ads 

LinkedIn has 3 main advertising options available, Sponsored Updates, 

Display and Text Ads and InMail. LinkedIn ads can target job titles and job 

functions, making them an exporters dream. 

 

Pros 

� Target by location, age, gender, skills, company by name, industry, 

company size, school, and group. 

 

Cons  

� Based on a cost-per-click system and it’s relatively expensive. (min $2 

per click) 

� Cannot target people on mobile or desktop only, so your ads must be 

responsive to both. 

 

YouTube ads 

YouTube has over 1 billion users worldwide, and is available in 76 different 

languages (covering 95% of the Internet population). This platform presents 

enormous opportunity for Irish businesses to promote their goods and 

services to a targeted audience worldwide.  

 

Pros 

� Several targeting options: YouTube allows you to target specific age, 

gender, geographical regions and user interests.  

 

Cons 

� Short attention span: You need to spark the users’ attention straight 

away the first 5 seconds of your ad need to capture the user and 

prevent them from clicking the “skip this ad” button.  
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Display Advertising  
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8. Display Advertising  

Display advertising is a type of advertising that is located on websites. It is 

available in a range of different formats such as text, images, flash, video, and 

audio ads. There are three main types of display advertising: 

 

1. Contextual advertising  

2. Behavioural targeting 

3. Placement targeting 

 

 

 

1. Contextual Advertising 

Contextual advertising is when the content of an ad is in direct 

correlation to the content of the web page the user is viewing.  

 

2. Behavioural Targeting 

Behavioural targeting uses information collected from an individual’s 

web-browsing behaviour to trigger advertisements to display 

 

3. Placement Targeting  

Placement targeting allows advertisers to choose specific places online where 

they' would like their ads to appear. 
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eCommerce  
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9. eCommerce 

The internet has paved the way for global ecommerce. The key to marketing 

your eCommerce business internationally is localising your online presence 

while also maintaining a unified global brand. 

 

Large retailers and service providers are finding possibilities for growth in new 

markets, often without a physical footprint via desktop and mobile marketing 

strategies.  

 

Checklist for an eCommerce friendly website: 

 

� Simple, mobile friendly design and easy navigation 

� Include several language options 

� Remove broken links and empty pages 

� Ensure content on product pages is SEO friendly and engaging 

� Feature security certs & reminders that transactions are safe 

� Have an email signup form on every page 

� Include a page for your privacy policy and customer charter 

� Include a “Contact Us” Page 

� Include widgets linking to your social media profiles on every page 

� Include a page dedicated to your shipping, returns and exchange 

policies 

� Add a shopping cart at the top of site in case people saved items 

� Show what payment systems you use and any security measures you 

take 

� Feature a “checkout” or “buy now” button clearly on each page 

� Remove any unnecessary barriers along the purchasing path 
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Email Marketing 
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10. Email Marketing 

 

Email marketing can be a very effective way of getting your message to your 

target audience. If managed effectively email marketing can provide serious 

return on investment. 

 

The benefits of email marketing: 

� Relatively simple to manage 

� Allows for rich data testing 

� Large audience reach for a small budget 

 

When you have a nicely designed email with a clear call to action, it can be 

very hard not to send it to everyone on your contact list at once. Such haste 

can harm your brand online. The best way to ensure you run a successful 

email marketing campaign is by following the checklist below.  

 

Email Marketing Checklist: 

 

� Create an engaging subject line 

� Offer both a text version and a HTML version of your email 

� Include a link to the online version of the email 

� Test the email, make sure the links work and that it appears responsive 

on a mobile device. 

� Offer an “unsubscribe” option in your emails, this is a legal requirement 

� Include all legal information in the footer  

� Set up analytics tracking 

� Conduct A/B testing 
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Planning Legal Requirements 

 

The rules and regulations surrounding data change frequently, so it important 

to be aware of and to keep up to date on the data legislation of each country 

you wish to target via an email marketing campaign. The laws differ greatly 

between B2B and B2C businesses.  

 

 

The Do’s and Don’ts of Email Marketing 

 

 

Do  

 

� Set goals or metrics for your email marketing campaign 

� Create a calendar to follow 

� Make each email interesting and concise 

� Always include a call to action 

� Include a link to the website in the email introduction 

Don’t  

 

� Let your email marketing schedule fall behind 

� Forget to include an unsubscribe option  

� Buy an email marketing list 

� Forget to measure the success of your campaign  
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Digital Marketing Checklist 

 

1. Build your web presence 

� Research export market  

� Compose an actionable digital marketing strategy 

� Create a website that is mobile friendly and multilingual  

 

2. Create meaningful web content 

� Develop a content marketing strategy 

� Update all content to meet SEO criteria 

� Continue to update blog/news feed regularly 

 

3. Understand your website visitors 

� Check website analytics regularly 

� Measure, tweak  and improve campaigns as needed 

� Create relevant content so your customer stays on your website  

 

4. Search engine marketing 

� Understand the tools available  

� Continually optimise the website for search engines (SEO) 

� Run paid advertisements when needed  

 

5. Social media 

� Develop a social media plan 

� Regularly distribute content at peak times via social profiles 

� Measure social analytics and make adjustments where needed 
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6. Display advertising 

� Graphically design ads featuring clear company logo and call to 

action 

� Decide when and where to display ads 

� Measure the effectiveness of ads through analytics 

 

7. eCommerce 

� Ensure website is multilingual, mobile friendly and easy to 

navigate 

� Remove unnecessary barriers along the purchasing path 

� Ensure content on product pages is SEO friendly and engaging 

and features key information such as shipping and returns 

policies, legal requirements and data protection information  

 

8. Email Marketing 

� Set up tracking 

� Test all contents and links prior to sending 

� Include legal information and an “unsubscribe” button 
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